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Abstract

Testing of C-PORCA 5.0 model using HELIOS calculation was performed. The basis of tests
was a 30-degree core sector of VVER-440 containing differently burned fuel assemblies. Both
with HELIOS and C-PORCA code one assembly burnup was calculated in infinite lattice
assumption. Then differently burned fuel moved to a 30-degree core sector. Finally a 30-
degree core was calculated and the HELIOS and C-PORCA results were compared. The
comparison used in a validation procedure of C-PORCA model during introduction of higher
enriched fuel to Paks units.

1. Introduction

The C-PORCA 5.0 code in radial direction was tested by HELIOS reference calculations. The
aim of test was to establish accuracy of node- and pinwise calculations as well. Also was
possible get information about the parameterisation of few-group cross section library and to
check the k-infinite calculation.

The basis of tests was a 30-degree core sector of VVER-440, this was calculated by HELIOS
2D transport code, in the usual detailed geometry. The calculated area also contained a part of
reflector region as well. The parameters of HELIOS calculations were :

Moderator temperature : 280 C
Fuel temperature: 600 C
Average power : 30 W/g
Boric acid concentration : 7.5 g/kg

The calculated area did not contain absorber element in the core. In HELIOS calculation
reflective boundary condition was used at the reflector boundary.

The calculations were performed for two different cases :

• Test 1. Standard 1st core of VVER-440 containing 1.6, 2.4 and 3.6 % enriched fresh fuel.
( see on Fig. 1)

• Test 2. Simulation of an equilibrium cycle. The core contained fresh and differently
burned 3.6 and 3.82 % enriched fuel. The enrichment distribution is shown on Fig. 2. and
the assembly burnup distribution in [Mwd/kgU] unit on Fig. 3.
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During the calculations both option of C-PORCA 5.0 was examined :
•. No feedback ( NF) option: the fast and thermal fluxes are calculated in node-wise

model, the pin-cell calculations performed separately using nodal fast fluxes determined
in nodal calculations

• Feedback ( F ) option: the fast fluxes calculated nodally and thermal fluxes on pin-cell
level within the iteration scheme

2. Test results

During the test calculations we determined the differences between HELIOS and C-PORCA
calculations with respect to following parameters : node and pin-wise power distributions, k-
effective values. In case of pin powers the high number of data made possible to treat
statistical examinations as well.

Both tests were calculated by F and NF model of C-PORCA. The differences in nodal power
(Kq) can be seen on figures 4-9. The difference in k-infinite values were as follows:

K-efTective/
Test
Test-1
Test-2

HELIOS

0.99643
1.01231

C-PORCA
NF
0.99653
1.01053

C-PORCA
F
0.99664
1.01103

Elteresek [pern]
NF , F

10
-178

21
-128

The results of pin power statistical analysis are shown on figures 10-11 for the Test -1 and
Test-2 respectively. The relative frequency curves contain the results of F and NF option as
well. The HELIOS results and differences for some position are shown on Fig. 12-17.

3. Test conclusions

The comparisons between HELIOS and different options of C-PORCA 5.0 leaded to the
conclusions as follows:

• Both options of C-PORCA 5.0 calculate the k-infinite value correctly enough. The
maximal deviation even in a core with burnup is less, than 200 pcm.

• The F option of C-PORCA gave us very good results for both test cases. The accuracy of
NF option in case of burned core is poorer especially at the vicinity of radial reflector,
where the fresh and burned fuels are neighbours. The difference is 4% in assembly
power, it is still acceptable. The reason of this higher deviation is the coarse resolution in
thermal flux, and the dependence of few-group cross sections from the surroundings.
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• The agreement of pin power distributions is very good for both options. According to
statistics the standard deviation of pin powers for all cases smaller, then 2.1 %, and for
burnea core - where the enrichments are similar - the standard deviation is around 1.5%.

The good results prove that the determination and parameterisation of few group constants is
accurate enough. The statistical analysis of differences, the derivation of standard deviations
qualify the C-PORCA code and provide us data to use it as uncertainty of code in any
application.

Fig. 1
Test-1. Enrichment distribution
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Fig. 2
Test-2. Enrichment distribution

Fig. 3.
Test-2. Burnup distribution (GWd/tU)
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1.087 1.097 1.156 0.664

1.047 0.846 0.881 0.873 1.034

1.09 0.853 0.858 1.115 1.156 1.333 0.

1.08 0.875 1.101 1.105 1.134 0.938 0.957 1.262 0.692

1.032 0.84 1.09 1.111 0.901 1.171 1.214 1.436 0.845

Fig 4.

HELIOS normalised nodal power values in Test -1 .

Fig. 5.
Differences in normalised nodal power values

Test -1 . F model
(C-PORCA-HELIOS)* 100
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Fig. 6.
Differences in normalised nodal power values

Test-1. NF model
(C-PORCA-HELIOS)* 100

0.934 1.262 0.951 0.318

1.23 1.215 1.046 1.245 0.

0.931 1.224 1.108 1.195 0.94 1.204 0.472

1.043 1.172 1.051 1.214 1.208 1.058 1.375 1.058 0.342

0.909 1.167 1.046 1.155 1.055 1.068 1.024 1.092 I 1.318 0.603

Fig 7.

HELIOS normalised nodal power values in Test -2.
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Fig. 8.
Differences in normalised nodal power values

Test -2. F model
(C-PORCA-HELIOS)* 100

Fig. 9.
Differences in normalised nodal power values

Test -2. NF model
(C-PORCA-HELIOS)* 100
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KK differences In HE30-1 test

["—»— NF option -«~Fopt ionl

deviation [C-PORCA-HEL1OSJ-100

Fig 10.
Frequency curve of differences in normalised pin power, Test-1

(C-PORC A-HELIOS)* 100

Kk differences in HE30-2 test

NF option — » - F optioi

deviations [C-TORCA-HEUOSpOO

Fig 11.
Frequency curve of differences in normalised pin power, Test-2

(C-PORCA-HELIOS)*!00
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Fig. 12.
Normalised pin power calculated by HELIOS Assembly N18, Test-1.

Fig. 13.
Differences in calculated pin powers Assembly N18, Test-1, F option

(C-PORCA-HELlOS)*100.
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Fig 14.
Differences in calculated pin powers Assembly N18, Test-1, NF option

(C-PORCA-HELIOS)* 100.
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Fig. 15.
Normalised pin power calculated by HELIOS Assembly N19, Test-2.

Fig. 16
Differences in calculated pin powers Assembly N19, Test-2, F option

(C-PORCA-HELIOS)* 100.
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Fig. 17.
Differences in calculated pin powers Assembly N19, Test-2, NF option
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